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Scarce and Dear
by Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr

A river can be killed by treating it only as a commodity rather than the

habitat of life itself. When we nurture our singing and working rivers, we

celebrate the greater community in which we live.

What we consider a river in the southwest is different from other parts of

our country. It looks nothing like the Mississippi or the Potomac in their

breadth or depth. It may not run at all for a portion of the year. It may

gush abundantly at other times. 

Our southwestern rivers are scarce, dear, and worthy of respect at all

times. Because we live in community, we understand that water rights are

valuable use rights and states sharing an interstate stream system are en-

titled to an equitable division of the natural flow.

We also understand that water rights do not carry with them a right to

pollute a stream or choke its course to extinction. There is much we can

do to help a river keep or revive its natural course. 

Pools, riffles, runs, meanders, cover, insects, fish, water clean enough to

serve agriculture,  domestic drinking water, recreation and fisheries—this

picture of a restored western river is becoming for us a basic lesson in

western civics.

Justice Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr. is a member of the Colorado Supreme

Court. He practiced environmental, land use, transportation and

water law for 23 years before becoming a member of the court in 1996.

“Scarce and Dear” appears in Into the Grand 21 (Continuing Legal

Education in Colorado,  Inc. 2012).
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Why this Handbook?
Water is perhaps the most precious resource in the world. Now

more than ever, we need to understand the laws governing its use.

Water does more than keep fish wet. It is the building block of the

entire riparian ecosystem. The vast majority of Colorado birds

depend on riparian habitats for part of their life cycle. How we use

the water in our rivers and lakes affects us all and every aspect of

our environment. 

There is a common misconception that Colorado water law is

terribly complicated. Perhaps the problem isn’t the complexity of

the law, but the complexity of the explanations. The fundamentals

are logical and eminently understandable. I hope you will find the

following to be a very simple and unpretentious explanation of

the basic laws governing our streams and lakes. They deserve our

informed participation in the critical ongoing dialogue about

allocation of water resources. 

If this little handbook demystifies Colorado water law so that we

can all be participants in the exchange of ideas, it will have served

its purpose.

To learn more about Audubon’s Western Rivers Action Network, go to
rockies.audubon.org/conservation/audubons-western-rivers-initiative
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B. Colorado Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC)

The WQCC adopts water quality classifications, regulations, and stan-

dards for surface and ground waters of the state. The Commission

meets the second Monday of the month to develop and maintain com-

prehensive programs for the prevention, control and abatement of

water pollution and for the protection of water quality in the state.

The Commission’s nine members are appointed by the Governor for

three-year terms and confirmed by the Colorado Senate.

III. Colorado Water Resources and Power Development Authority 
(CWRPDA)
1580 Logan, Suite 620, Denver, CO 80203

The Authority was created by the Colorado General Assembly in 1981. It is

a political subdivision of the state and not a state agency. Its original focus

was the planning, design and construction of water supply projects. The

Authority’s responsibilities now include the financing of drinking water

and wastewater treatment facilities. Not part of DNR, the CWRPDA has

the authority to issue bonds and operates the revolving loan program. It

works with publicly owned wastewater treatment works, the Water Quality

Control Division and the Division of Local Government. The Authority is-

sues bonds to fund leveraged loans and provides the State’s required 20%

match on federal grants. The Authority can assist local governments in

the financing of water resource projects such as water management facil-

ities or hydroelectric facilities.
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C. Colorado Division of Parks and Wildlife (CPW)

6060 Broadway, Denver, Co 80216 (Phone: 303-297-1192) and

1313 Sherman, Denver, CO 80203 (phone: 303-866-3437)

The CPW manages all wildlife species in Colorado and all Colorado

state parks. By statute all wildlife within the state not lawfully held by

private ownership is property of the state and under the administration

of CPW. The division manages 42 state parks and 300 state wildlife

areas. 

Colorado Oil and Gas Commission

The mission of the Colorado Oil and Gas Commission is to promote the

responsible development of Colorado’s oil and gas resources in a man-

ner consistent with the protection of public health, safety, and welfare.

Members of the commission are appointed by the governor and con-

firmed by the Senate. By statute the Director of the Department of

Natural Resources and the Director of the Department of Health and

Environment are ex-officio members of the commission. 

II. Colorado Department of Health and Environment
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, Co 80246

The Executive Director of the Health Department is a member of the

governor’s cabinet, appointed by the governor and confirmed by the

Colorado Senate.

A. Water Quality Control Division (WQCD)

WQCD is responsible for the protection of Colorado surface and

ground water quality. It administers water quality programs for the

state. It implements and enforces the regulations adopted by the Water

Quality Control Commission and provides technical expertise to the

Commission. 
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SURFACE WATER LAW BASICS
DOCTRINE OF PRIOR APPROPRIATION
The Doctrine of Prior Appropriation governs surface water in most of the

Western states where water is scarce. It is very different from the Riparian

Doctrine used in the Eastern states where water is more plentiful.

The standard dictionary definition of appropriate is to “take for one’s own

use or to set aside for some special use” (Webster’s). It means the same

thing in water law. The Doctrine of Prior Appropriation simply allocates

water based on use and chronological priority.

Colorado surface water law is a system of administered water rights.
There are four fundamental tenets to remember:

1. Own the right to use the water, not the drops of water (beneficial use)

2. First in time, first in line (priority)

3. No injury to existing water rights
4. Use it or lose it

THE SAGA OF FARMER JOHN
Sometimes it’s hard to get a real feeling for

abstract terms. Let’s consider the hypothetical

story of how Farmer John gets a water right

and see how the four basic tenets of Colorado

water law work.

Farmer John wants to take water out of Bab-

bling Brook (*diversion) and use it on his farm.

Back East, John would need to have property

bordering the stream. In Colorado, John does

not need to own property along the banks of Babbling Brook. He simply

needs the right to use water taken from Babbling Brook. John must file

his claim for a water right with a   Colorado water court.

*A diversion is a physical structure that removes or controls
the natural flow of water. Generally a diversion takes water
out of a stream. It can also mean to control the use of water
in the stream.

Appendix C:
STATE AGENCIES – WATER

I. Colorado Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
1313 Sherman, Denver, CO 80203

DNR oversees wildlife, water resources, geology, mining, state parks and

soil management. The Executive Director of DNR is a member of the

governor’s cabinet, appointed by the governor and confirmed by the

Colorado Senate. 

A. Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB)

1313 Sherman Street, Denver, CO 80203

Members of the CWCB are appointed by the Governor and confirmed

by the Colorado Senate. The board is the state’s primary water policy

and planning agency. Instream flow rights are held by the CWCB on

behalf of the people of Colorado. The agency is charged with protect-

ing Colorado’s water resources through development, conservation,

and management.

B. Division of Water Resources (State Engineer’s office)

1313 Sherman Street, room 818, Denver Co 80203

The Division of Water Resources is headed by the State Engineer and

administers the distribution of both surface and ground water supplies.

Together with the CWCB, the division is responsible for meeting inter-

state compact commitments.
For administrative purposes, Colorado is divided into 7 geographic

divisions. A division engineer, working under the state engineer heads

each.

Division 1 (South Platte Basin) Office in Greeley

Division 2 (Arkansas Basin) Office in Pueblo

Division 3 (Rio Grande Basin) Office in Alamosa

Division 4 (Gunnison Basin) Office in Montrose

Division 5 (Colorado Basin) Office in Glenwood Springs

Division 6 (Yampa&White Basins) Office in Steamboat Springs 
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for my crops!
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Use
John must specify how he intends to use the water and how much he rea-

sonably needs to use (*beneficial use). He must also say when he will use

the water (If John claims water to irrigate cantaloupe, he might have a

hard time showing why he needs to pour it on an unplanted, frozen field

in January). Since John cannot own the actual water, he must allow any

unused water that runs off his fields to return to Babbling Brook.

*Beneficial use means the use of water that is reasonable
for the purpose for which the appropriation was made.
The term refers both to the manner of use and the
amount of water for which there is a demonstrated need.

Water Court
Other people already have rights to use water

from Babbling Brook. John must show that there

is unused water available for him to claim. Other

water rights owners may step up and say “Hold on,

court. There’s not enough water available.” Or

“Hey, that’s not really a beneficial use.” John must

work it out with the objectors in order to get his right. If the court grants

his decree, his right will be final (absolute) when he actually uses the water.

Priority
John’s right to use the water will be dated. The date that the right is

granted is its priority date. The older the right, the more senior the right.

If there is not enough water for everyone on a stream, only the senior

rights are filled (“First in time, first in line.”).

John’s right to use water will be junior to everyone who already had a right

when he got his right. John’s right will be senior to everyone who gets a

right after his is established. John’s water right will be ranked by when he

got the right (priority), not by where he will take the water out of Babbling

Brook. If someone gets a right later, even if they are above him on the

stream, John gets to take his water before the newer upstream right.

2 19
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Riparian
Area adjacent to a natural water body.

Riparian Doctrine
Body of water law common in most Eastern states where the water is
plentiful. Water use is tied to ownership of the land adjacent to the water.
The use must be reasonable and may not interfere with the reasonable
use of other riparian users. It is a very different system of water law than
that which evolved in Western states where water is scarce.

Surface Water
Surface waters (streams, lakes, ponds, and ground waters directly con-
nected with them) Laws governing the use of surface waters are admin-
istered in accordance with the doctrine of prior appropriation. 

Transbasin Diversion
Removal of water from the drainage area in which it occurs naturally for
use in an entirely different basin. The water so removed is totally gone
from the basin of origin. Water used in the new basin will return to streams
in the new basin. None returns to the stream in the basin from which it
was taken.

Water Rights
A water right is a right to use water. Water rights are fully transferable
property rights. We do not own the drops of water. We own a specified
use of the water.

Absolute Water Right
Final or perfected water right. When the water has actually been put
to beneficial use, the right is absolute. 

Conditional Water Right
Conditional rights are essentially a way to hold your place in line
within the priority system. A conditional right is a right to use water
conditioned upon completion of a specified project within a reason-
able amount of time. Maintaining a valid conditional right requires a
showing of diligence (periodic proof that you are really going to build
something someday). A conditional water right becomes an absolute
right when the water is actually used.
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No Injury
John’s priority date will protect his right to use the water. All established

water rights, juniors as well as seniors, are protected from injury. Suppose

Fred, another farmer with an old, old water right decides to stop irrigating

crops, build a subdivision, make a bunch of money, and retire to Florida.

Since Fred’s right is a right to use water according to the terms of his de-

cree, Fred will have to go to water court and ask for a change of use. John

may object, even if his right is junior to Fred’s. Fred’s use cannot harm

(materially injure) John’s use.

Use It or Lose It
To keep his right, John must continue to use the water. If he intentionally

does not use the water, he can lose the right to use it.

Summary
In Colorado a water right is a legal right to use water (beneficial use). The

water right owner does not own the drops of water. (S)he owns the right

to use water for a specific purpose and only for that purpose. Beneficial

use is not left to the whim of the person seeking the right. There are iden-

tified legal beneficial uses. Beneficial uses include domestic, municipal,

agricultural, industrial, recreational and environmental uses.

In Colorado a person seeking a right to use water cannot simply get a per-

mit. (S)he must go to a water court. The court verifies that the proposed

use is ok and determines the priority. The right will be for only the amount

necessary for the use claimed under the terms and conditions specified in

the water court decree that establishes the right. Unused water must be

318

INTENT TO USE
(I Need to Use 
Some Water)

Reasonable 
quantity for legally 

recognized 
beneficial use.

CONDITIONAL RIGHT
(I am Going to Use

the Water)

Water court grants
the right to use a 

specific quantity of
water within six years.

ABSOLUTE RIGHT
(I Used the Water)

Actual use vests 
the right. It is now 
a permanent right.

➜ ➜
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A state water right created by the Colorado Legislature. The state itself
holds the ISF rights on behalf of the people of Colorado. An ISF is to
preserve or enhance the environment to a reasonable degree. Instream
flow is a beneficial use that does not require a diversion.

Interstate Compacts
Colorado’s share of water in the interstate rivers is protected by 9 inter-
state agreements with other states, which have been ratified by Congress
and have the status of federal law.

The compacts entitle Colorado to take a great deal of water from the
interstate rivers, but also obligate us to be sure the rest of the water gets
to downstream states. The compacts protect our share, but stipulate that
we may only divert the water when we need it. We may not simply hoard
the water to prevent downstream states from getting it. “Use it or lose it”
does not apply to compacted interstate water allocations.

Material Injury
A measurable negative impact or effect on a water right. No proposed
change in water use may occur if it would materially injure any other ex-
isting water right. 

Prior Appropriation 
Also known as “first in time, first in right,” the prior appropriation doctrine
is the fundamental basis of Colorado water law. Water rights are ranked
according to chronology, not location. The older the right, the more senior
the right. When supplies are limited, senior rights are met first. If there is
not enough water available, junior rights may not be met.

Priority Date
Date of the appropriation of a water right.

Return Flow
When water is taken from a natural stream and put to beneficial use that
which is not consumed returns to the stream. It is subject to use by the
appropriator next in priority. 
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allowed to return to the stream (return flow) where it may be used by the

next appropriator. The right becomes final when the water is actually used.

Once finalized, the right continues indefinitely so long as it is used.

Under most circumstances, “use” means to take water out of the stream

and do something with it. Under a few specific circumstances water may

be beneficially used in the stream channel (In-channel diversion). For

example, a hydroelectric facility may obtain rights to use water in the

stream channel to generate electricity. The water is controlled in the

stream by structures. Specific laws govern certain permitted recreational

in-channel use (Recreational In-Channel Diversions or RICDs). Only gov-

ernmental entities may own recreational in-channel rights.

Environmental instream rights are more limited. Colorado’s Instream Flow

Law (ISF) was passed by the legislature in 1973 and has been amended

several times. The law establishes that water kept in the stream for envi-

ronmental protection or improvement is a beneficial use. Instream flow is

a beneficial use that does not require diversion. Only the state itself may

hold an instream flow right.

In our discussion of water rights, did you note there are a few rights

missing? Aesthetic preservation is not a beneficial use. A river cannot own

a water right. The fish in the river cannot own a water right. If the legal

exercise of water rights dries up the stream, the fish simply die. What if

you own a water right and want to use it to maintain stream flows? Sorry,

only the state can do that. Individuals cannot obtain private instream

water rights for the river. If you had a billion dollars to spend and you

wanted to purchase water rights to protect your favorite stream, you could

not do so.

While the law says that water cannot be wasted, waste doesn’t always

mean what we might think. There is an oft told joke of a man staring

pensively at a river flowing past his property and saying, “Look at all that

unused water just going to waste.”

17
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Cubic Feet Per Second (cfs)
CFS is a measure of the rate of the flow of a cubic foot of water past a
specific point. One cfs amounts to a volume of one cubic foot (7.48
gallons) per second. It is equal to 448.8 gallons/minute or 1.984 acre
feet/day. One cfs has been estimated to be roughly equivalent to the flow
of thirty garden hoses going at the same time. 

Diversion
A diversion is a physical structure that removes or controls the natural
flow of water. Generally a diversion takes water out of a stream. It can also
mean to control the water in the stream. (See RICD) 

Evapotranspiration
The combined effect of losing water through evaporation and transpira-
tion by plants. Such water is consumed (“consumptively used”) in the
process of irrigation and thus cannot be returned to the natural stream. 

Federal Reserved Water Rights
When the federal government reserves land for a specific purpose, such
as a national forest or a national park, it also reserves sufficient water for
the stated purpose of the reservation. 

Foreign Water
Water transported from one basin for use in another basin. Foreign water
may be used to extinction. (Also called non-native water or imported
water).

Ground Water
Ground water is water under the ground. Legally, there are three cate-
gories of ground water: tributary, non-tributary, and not-non-tributary. 

Tributary ground water is water underneath the ground that is physically
connected with surface water. Surface water law applies to tributary
ground water because what affects tributary ground water also affects
surface water. Non-tributary ground water is water deep within the ground
that is not connected to surface water. Not-non-tributary is a legislatively
created category that applies only in the Denver Basin. 
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WATER RIGHTS IN THE STREAM
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INSTREAM FLOW (ISF)

A Short Overview
An instream flow (ISF) right is a state water right to ensure a specific
amount of water flows between 2 specified points. It only applies to a

designated segment, not the entire river. It is measured in cubic feet per

second (cfs). It has a priority date and is established by the state on behalf

of the public. ISF is to both protect the environment to a reasonable de-

gree and also to improve the stream environment.

Only the state may hold an instream flow right. You and I cannot. The state

acquires the right on behalf of the people of Colorado. The state may ac-

quire existing decreed rights through purchase or donation and petition

the court to change the use to an instream flow right. If a subsequent pro-

posed use by another could harm a decreed ISF (see “No Injury” p.3), the
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The 1876 Colorado Constitution named only agricultural, municipal, indus-
trial, and domestic uses as beneficial uses. In 1973 the legislature passed
a minimum stream flow bill which created a new category of beneficial
use. State held instream flows sufficient to protect the environment to a
reasonable degree are a beneficial use. In 2002 we amended the law to
also permit improvement of the stream as a valid beneficial use.

Bypass Flow
A Bypass Flow is not a water right. It is a federal permit condition that
requires the operator of a dam or other water diversion works located on
federal lands to allow a portion of the stream to “pass by” the structure.
The bypassed water remains in the stream.

Colorado General Assembly
The actual term for the Colorado state legislature.

Compensatory Storage
Compensatory storage refers to the concept that the impacts of a trans-
basin diversion may be partially offset (“compensated”) by constructing
additional storage within the basin of origin. Green Mountain Reservoir
was constructed as compensatory storage on the West Slope for the
Colorado-Big Thompson project which diverts Colorado River Water to
the East Slope.

Conditional Right
Conditional rights are a way to essentially hold your place in line within
the priority system until appropriated water is actually used. A conditional
right is a right to use water conditioned upon completion of a specified
project within a reasonable amount of time. Maintaining a valid conditional
right requires a showing of diligence (periodic proof that you are really
going to build something someday). A conditional water right becomes
an absolute right when the water is actually used. 

Conjunctive Use
Conjunctive use is the joint use of ground and surface water.

Consumptive Use
Water that is “consumed” and does not return to the natural stream sys-
tem from which it was taken for beneficial use.
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state may object. If the state does not object, a member of the public may

intervene to protect the public’s right.

Creation of Colorado’s Instream Flow (ISF) Program
Under Colorado surface water law, a water right is the right to use water

(see “Use” p.2). We do not own the actual water. We own the right to put

the water to a beneficial use. Originally only agricultural, municipal indus-

trial and domestic uses were recognized beneficial uses.

In 1972 strong pressure for a constitutional amendment to protect streams

caught the attention of the Colorado General Assembly. A grass roots

movement sought to create a private environmental water right, a right

to protect the stream itself. Water left in the stream for environmental pur-

poses could be owned, as all other rights were, by anyone who could es-

tablish a legal right in accordance with the doctrine of prior appropriation. 

The Colorado legislature responded by instead creating the Colorado in-

stream Flow Program in 1973, which recognizes protection of the environ-

ment as beneficial use. On behalf of the people of Colorado, the state of

Colorado was authorized to appropriate water in natural streams and lakes

sufficient “to protect the environment to a reasonable degree.” Unlike the

proposed grass roots initiative, under the ISF program enacted by the leg-

islature, only the state can hold instream flow rights; individuals cannot.

The state, however, owns the rights as a fiduciary agent for the people of

Colorado. All ISF rights are public rights.

The Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) establishes the ISF right.

The public’s instream flow rights are full, legal, water rights, decreed in state

water court, subject to all the same protections, procedures and require-

ments as all other water rights. No subsequent change may injure an ISF.

When a stream is low, a junior ISF right may be curtailed so that a more

senior right may be filled. However, like all other rights, no subsequent

change may injure an ISF, even if it is junior to the proposed change (see
“No Injury” p.3).
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Appendix B:
GLOSSARY OF 

BASIC WATER TERMS
Absolute Water Right
A final water right, when the water has actually been put to beneficial use.
(See “water rights”)

Acre-Foot (af)
The basic measurement of standing water, an acre-foot is the amount of
water it would take to cover an acre of land to a depth of 1 foot. It is
approximately 325,850 gallons.

Adjudication
Adjudication is the judicial decree describing a water right and determin-
ing its priority date. The older the right the more senior the right (First in
time, first in line). Water rights must be adjudicated in one of Colorado’s
7 water courts.

Appropriation
Appropriation means to take water from a stream and put it to beneficial
use. Appropriation is the basis of Colorado water law. Appropriative rights
are considered property rights and may be bought, sold, leased, and
exchanged, just as any other real property may. 

Basin
A river basin is the drainage area of a particular river. 

Beneficial Use
Appropriation of water must be for a beneficial use. Only the amount
reasonably needed for a lawful purpose is “beneficial.” Colorado law does
not designate all beneficial uses. It says instead “use of that amount of
water that is reasonable and appropriate under reasonably efficient prac-
tices without waste for which the appropriation was lawfully made” C.R.S.
37-92-103(4).

Beneficial use refers both to the purpose of the use (irrigation, municipal,
etc.) and the manner of the use (demonstrated need for the amount of
water appropriated under reasonably efficient practices).
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To date the CWCB has appropriated in stream flow rights on over 8000

miles of stream and 485 natural lakes. SB02-156 added a significant

improvement to the original law. Previously, ISF could only be used to

protect an existing pristine aquatic environment. ISF can now also be used

to improve a stream.

WATER RIGHTS THAT ARE CREATED BY STRUCTURES

In-Channel Diversions (ICD) and Recreational In-Channel Diversions

(RICDs) control the flow of the river by placing actual structures in the

stream channel in order to direct the flow for a specific purpose. The pur-

pose is specified in the decree.

In-Channel Diversion (ICD)
ICD’s are decreed water rights where in-channel structures control the flow

in a specified location in the stream. The use is specified in the decree. The

structures vary according to the designated purpose of the ICD. A

hydropower facility could be an example of an ICD where in channel struc-

tures control the flow in a stream reach in order to generate electricity. 

Recreational In-Channel Diversion (RICD)
Recreational in-channel diversion (RICD) refers to the use of water in the

stream channel where a structure or structures control the flow within a

designated section in order to provide specific recreational uses. RICDs

are decreed water rights. The structures ensure that there is sufficient flow

for a reasonable recreational experience in and on the water between two

specified points on the stream.

Only local governments and

water districts may obtain a

RICD.
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JUST A FEW BIRDS IN COLORADO 
THAT DEPEND ON HEALTHY RIVERS & STREAMS

BALD EAGLE
These majestic birds are seldom far from water, rely-

ing on large rivers like the Colorado River in both the

summer and winter months.

AMERICAN DIPPER
American Dippers rely on aquatic insects

as their primary food source, which only

flourish in clear, unpolluted streams; the Dipper is there-

fore an excellent  indicator of stream quality.

LEWIS’ WOODPECKER
Lewis’s Woodpeckers breed in riparian forests of mature

cottonwoods. Alterations of a river’s natural flow can neg-

atively affect cottonwood regeneration, as well as the un-

derstory (smaller trees and shrubs) of a riparian system.

MACGILLIVRAY’S WARBLER
MacGillivray’s Warblers are affected by activities that degrade the struc-

ture and quality of the overstory or understory of the riparian systems. 

YELLOW WARBLER
Yellow Warblers are a widespread, common riparian

species and thus are also a good “indicator” of riparian

ecosystem health. The lowering of ground water can have

significant effects on cottonwood-willow forest and thus

on breeding, nesting and foraging habitats of these birds.

WESTERN KINGBIRD
This species has a moderately high conservation need

throughout its range. Altered water flows, and other

activities have degraded the overstory in riparian zones,

especially cottonwoods. 

All photos by Jackson Trappett, except American Dipper. 
American Dipper photo by Nancy Stocker.
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Appendix A:
WHY AUDUBON 

CARES ABOUT WATER
AUDUBON’S GROWING ROLE IN HEALTHY RIVERS
By Alison Holloran, Director of Science Rocky Mountains

In the arid West we are all connected by rivers; they are the lifeblood of

our land, our economy, our way of life. The National Audubon Society and

dedicated chapters are increasingly concerned about the health of our

water systems, especially in arid states such as Colorado.  

The ribbons of rivers that cut through the deserts and canyon lands of our

arid west not only provide people with life sustaining water but also pro-

vide crucial habitat for hundreds of species of migrating, nesting, and win-

tering birds. Birds also inform us of the health of the river ecosystem and

the quality of water we consume.

Audubon needs your help, join our Western Rivers Action Network
(WRAN) as we rise to this historic challenge to create healthier western

rivers for the birds, wildlife and people. For more information about how

you can help: .

Eared Grebe photo by Bob Stocker.

Snowy Egret photo by Bob Stocker.

INSTREAM 
FLOW 
(ISF)

• A Colorado water

right held by the

state on behalf of 

all the people of

Colorado.

• Purpose: To pre-

serve or improve the

environment to a

reasonable degree

by allowing a speci-

fied quantity of

water to flow 

between 2 named

points.

• Created by state law

in 1973.

• ISF does not 

require diversion.

The water is not

controlled by any

physical structure.

RECREATIONAL
IN-CHANNEL 

DIVERSION (RICD)

• A Colorado water

right where a struc-

ture controls water

in the stream chan-

nel strictly for a

specified recre-

ational use (e.g.

rafting, kayaking).

• An RICD controls

the flow between

identified points on

the stream.

• Only governments

may obtain an RICD.

IN-CHANNEL 
DIVERSION 

(ICD)

• A Colorado water

right to use water

without taking it out

of the stream chan-

nel. The water is

controlled by struc-

tures in the stream.

• Purpose: use 

specified in the 

decree. A hydro–

power plant would

be an example of a

diversion where a

structure or struc-

tures controls a use

of water in the

stream channel.

COMPARISON CHART
INSTREAM FLOW, IN-CHANNEL DIVERSION,
RECREATIONAL IN-CHANNEL DIVERSION 

(ISF, ICD, RICD)
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AUDUBON’S POSITION ON OUT OF BASIN WATER
TRANSFERS IN COLORADO

Because of the ecological concerns raised by out of basin transfers in both

the sending and receiving basins, Audubon Rockies believes that any

proposal to transport water out of its original basin in Colorado must

demonstrate that the project proponents have satisfied the following

requirements:

Demonstrated Need - Need for additional water supplies must be

documented and cannot be speculative. The proponents for out

of basin diversion must demonstrate that all practicable measures

to improve water use efficiency and conservation have been im-

plemented before seeking additional out of basin diversions. 

Environmental Analysis - The project proponents must conduct

an environmental analysis as specified in the National Environ-

mental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 404B-1 of the Clean Water

Act that confirms that the proposed transfer is the least environ-

mentally damaging practicable alternative for meeting the receiv-

ing basin’s demonstrated water needs. 

Mitigation - Project proponents must identify and fully mitigate

the full range of ecological impacts in both the sending and re-

ceiving basins before any out of basin transfers proceed.

Public Participation - The process by which out of basin transfers

are agreed to must be open and subject to public comment. 

Enforceability - The above conditions must be legally enforceable

components of the final approval of the transfer.
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BYPASS FLOW
Bypass flows are not state water rights. Bypass flows are federal
conditions on the use of public land. Owners of dams and diversions can

be “tenants” on public lands, but like any tenant, they are expected to

ensure that their operations do not harm the underlying property. In this

case, that means they must operate consistent with long term conserva-

tion of the public lands belonging to their landlord, the people of the

United States.

A special use permit is required in order to operate a dam or diversion

works on federal land. The federal land manager may impose a bypass

flow requirement on the permit. Under low flow stream conditions, the

operators may be required to close their head gates or to otherwise re-

lease water, allowing the water to bypass the diversion structure and re-

main in the stream. Unlike a state water right for an instream flow, a
bypass flow is not a specified flow between 2 discrete points; the water
simply stays in the river.

In a way, imposition of a bypass flow requirement is comparable to a
landlord placing requirements on your apartment lease. You occupy the

apartment, but you do not own it, and there are sets of requirements with

which you must comply for the period of the lease. If you seek to renew

the lease, there may be different requirements. Times have changed. The

rent may be higher. If you do not want to pay the increased rent, you do

not have to renew the lease, even if you fixed the screen door and painted

the living room. So it is with a bypass flow requirement.

A Bypass Flow requirement simply means that under certain conditions,

a federal land manager may direct the operator of a dam or diversion

works located on federal lands to allow a portion of the stream to “pass

by.” The bypassed water remains in the stream.

Colorado River photo by Kendrick Neubecker. Bypass Flow is a tool to protect flowing streams.
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schools and local infrastructure is imperiled. Quite simply, out of basin

transfers affect lifestyle, economy, ecology, and the capacity for continued

growth in the area of origin. 

But What About No Injury? (see Basic Colorado Water Concepts p.3)

The no injury rule under the appropriation system protects senior water

appropriators, i.e., other water rights holders who are already taking water

out of the stream. It does not consider ecology, economy, lifestyle, and

potential for future growth. Consequently many other appropriation states

provide some sort of additional statutory oversight to protect the basin

of origin from the broader impacts of out of basin water transfers.

Other States: Some states set aside a portion of water for the exclusive

use of the basin of origin or only allow the transport if it is surplus to rea-

sonable in-basin needs for some specified period of time. Some states

give a quasi or virtual veto power to the originating areas. Some states

have a public interest test with specific state oversight and conditions.

Some states actually, at least on paper, allow a right of recapture where

ostensibly the basin of origin may end the transfer and reclaim the use.

Colorado has only the Water Conservancy District Act, limited both in

scope and applicability. We apply the no harm rule only to protection of

actual water rights. We protect the water flowing out of the faucet, not

the broader sorts of issues. Furthermore, the protection only applies to              

projects constructed by water conservancy districts, not to individual

cities or other water developers.

A Denver Water Transbasin Diversion in the Fraser Basin: 

10 11

Jim Creek above the Diversion. Diversion structure at Jim Creek. Jim Creek below the Diversion.
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OUT OF BASIN WATER TRANSFERS
In the arid west, water is frequently not located where the population is.

Our streams begin high in the mountains, but our largest population

growth has occurred on the plains. Consequently, Colorado, like many

other western states, transfers a great deal of water from one river basin

to another to meet the needs of irrigated agriculture and growing urban

and suburban populations.

Water does more than keep fish wet. It is the building block of the entire

riparian ecosystem and the lifeblood of local economies. When water is
used within its original basin, most eventually returns to the stream and
is used again and again. When water is taken out of its basin it is simply
gone. There is no return flow either to the rivers from which the water was

taken or any recharge to the ground waters. Taking water out at the top

of the system severely impacts both water quality and water flow regimes

for the entirety of the river’s course.

Less water in a stream changes the stream. The ability of a stream to di-

lute pollution is reduced. The flow is altered. The temperature may change.

Sedimentation patterns alter. Water quality is affected. Fish and wildlife

habitats are impacted. Over 90% of Colorado bird species rely on riparian

zones for part of their annual life cycle for nesting, hunting, roosting,

and/or resting during migration. Changing the timing of spring flushing

flows impacts fish spawning. Riparian ecosystems are fragile. Changes in

the canopy cover over a stream due to the loss of plant cover can actually

negatively alter the microclimate, jeopardize bank stability, and increase

evaporative loss.

Out of basin transfers have broad socioeconomic consequences as well.
Quality and quantity of streams affect both recreational opportunities and

a clearly dependent tourism industry. Agriculture may be deeply and ad-

versely affected. Municipal dischargers may face prohibitively expensive

treatment costs due to the reduction of assimilative capacity. Sometimes

a community’s ability to continue to defray general obligation bonds on
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schools and local infrastructure is imperiled. Quite simply, out of basin

transfers affect lifestyle, economy, ecology, and the capacity for continued

growth in the area of origin. 

But What About No Injury? (see Basic Colorado Water Concepts p.3)

The no injury rule under the appropriation system protects senior water

appropriators, i.e., other water rights holders who are already taking water

out of the stream. It does not consider ecology, economy, lifestyle, and

potential for future growth. Consequently many other appropriation states

provide some sort of additional statutory oversight to protect the basin

of origin from the broader impacts of out of basin water transfers.

Other States: Some states set aside a portion of water for the exclusive

use of the basin of origin or only allow the transport if it is surplus to rea-

sonable in-basin needs for some specified period of time. Some states

give a quasi or virtual veto power to the originating areas. Some states

have a public interest test with specific state oversight and conditions.

Some states actually, at least on paper, allow a right of recapture where

ostensibly the basin of origin may end the transfer and reclaim the use.

Colorado has only the Water Conservancy District Act, limited both in

scope and applicability. We apply the no harm rule only to protection of

actual water rights. We protect the water flowing out of the faucet, not

the broader sorts of issues. Furthermore, the protection only applies to              

projects constructed by water conservancy districts, not to individual

cities or other water developers.

A Denver Water Transbasin Diversion in the Fraser Basin: 

10 11

Jim Creek above the Diversion. Diversion structure at Jim Creek. Jim Creek below the Diversion.
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OUT OF BASIN WATER TRANSFERS
In the arid west, water is frequently not located where the population is.

Our streams begin high in the mountains, but our largest population

growth has occurred on the plains. Consequently, Colorado, like many

other western states, transfers a great deal of water from one river basin

to another to meet the needs of irrigated agriculture and growing urban

and suburban populations.

Water does more than keep fish wet. It is the building block of the entire

riparian ecosystem and the lifeblood of local economies. When water is
used within its original basin, most eventually returns to the stream and
is used again and again. When water is taken out of its basin it is simply
gone. There is no return flow either to the rivers from which the water was

taken or any recharge to the ground waters. Taking water out at the top

of the system severely impacts both water quality and water flow regimes

for the entirety of the river’s course.

Less water in a stream changes the stream. The ability of a stream to di-

lute pollution is reduced. The flow is altered. The temperature may change.

Sedimentation patterns alter. Water quality is affected. Fish and wildlife

habitats are impacted. Over 90% of Colorado bird species rely on riparian

zones for part of their annual life cycle for nesting, hunting, roosting,

and/or resting during migration. Changing the timing of spring flushing

flows impacts fish spawning. Riparian ecosystems are fragile. Changes in

the canopy cover over a stream due to the loss of plant cover can actually

negatively alter the microclimate, jeopardize bank stability, and increase

evaporative loss.

Out of basin transfers have broad socioeconomic consequences as well.
Quality and quantity of streams affect both recreational opportunities and

a clearly dependent tourism industry. Agriculture may be deeply and ad-

versely affected. Municipal dischargers may face prohibitively expensive

treatment costs due to the reduction of assimilative capacity. Sometimes

a community’s ability to continue to defray general obligation bonds on
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AUDUBON’S POSITION ON OUT OF BASIN WATER
TRANSFERS IN COLORADO

Because of the ecological concerns raised by out of basin transfers in both

the sending and receiving basins, Audubon Rockies believes that any

proposal to transport water out of its original basin in Colorado must

demonstrate that the project proponents have satisfied the following

requirements:

Demonstrated Need - Need for additional water supplies must be

documented and cannot be speculative. The proponents for out

of basin diversion must demonstrate that all practicable measures

to improve water use efficiency and conservation have been im-

plemented before seeking additional out of basin diversions. 

Environmental Analysis - The project proponents must conduct

an environmental analysis as specified in the National Environ-

mental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 404B-1 of the Clean Water

Act that confirms that the proposed transfer is the least environ-

mentally damaging practicable alternative for meeting the receiv-

ing basin’s demonstrated water needs. 

Mitigation - Project proponents must identify and fully mitigate

the full range of ecological impacts in both the sending and re-

ceiving basins before any out of basin transfers proceed.

Public Participation - The process by which out of basin transfers

are agreed to must be open and subject to public comment. 

Enforceability - The above conditions must be legally enforceable

components of the final approval of the transfer.
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BYPASS FLOW
Bypass flows are not state water rights. Bypass flows are federal
conditions on the use of public land. Owners of dams and diversions can

be “tenants” on public lands, but like any tenant, they are expected to

ensure that their operations do not harm the underlying property. In this

case, that means they must operate consistent with long term conserva-

tion of the public lands belonging to their landlord, the people of the

United States.

A special use permit is required in order to operate a dam or diversion

works on federal land. The federal land manager may impose a bypass

flow requirement on the permit. Under low flow stream conditions, the

operators may be required to close their head gates or to otherwise re-

lease water, allowing the water to bypass the diversion structure and re-

main in the stream. Unlike a state water right for an instream flow, a
bypass flow is not a specified flow between 2 discrete points; the water
simply stays in the river.

In a way, imposition of a bypass flow requirement is comparable to a
landlord placing requirements on your apartment lease. You occupy the

apartment, but you do not own it, and there are sets of requirements with

which you must comply for the period of the lease. If you seek to renew

the lease, there may be different requirements. Times have changed. The

rent may be higher. If you do not want to pay the increased rent, you do

not have to renew the lease, even if you fixed the screen door and painted

the living room. So it is with a bypass flow requirement.

A Bypass Flow requirement simply means that under certain conditions,

a federal land manager may direct the operator of a dam or diversion

works located on federal lands to allow a portion of the stream to “pass

by.” The bypassed water remains in the stream.

Colorado River photo by Kendrick Neubecker. Bypass Flow is a tool to protect flowing streams.
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Appendix A:
WHY AUDUBON 

CARES ABOUT WATER
AUDUBON’S GROWING ROLE IN HEALTHY RIVERS
By Alison Holloran, Director of Science Rocky Mountains

In the arid West we are all connected by rivers; they are the lifeblood of

our land, our economy, our way of life. The National Audubon Society and

dedicated chapters are increasingly concerned about the health of our

water systems, especially in arid states such as Colorado.  

The ribbons of rivers that cut through the deserts and canyon lands of our

arid west not only provide people with life sustaining water but also pro-

vide crucial habitat for hundreds of species of migrating, nesting, and win-

tering birds. Birds also inform us of the health of the river ecosystem and

the quality of water we consume.

Audubon needs your help, join our Western Rivers Action Network
(WRAN) as we rise to this historic challenge to create healthier western

rivers for the birds, wildlife and people. For more information about how

you can help: .

Eared Grebe photo by Bob Stocker.

Snowy Egret photo by Bob Stocker.

INSTREAM 
FLOW 
(ISF)

• A Colorado water

right held by the

state on behalf of 

all the people of

Colorado.

• Purpose: To pre-

serve or improve the

environment to a

reasonable degree

by allowing a speci-

fied quantity of

water to flow 

between 2 named

points.

• Created by state law

in 1973.

• ISF does not 

require diversion.

The water is not

controlled by any

physical structure.

RECREATIONAL
IN-CHANNEL 

DIVERSION (RICD)

• A Colorado water

right where a struc-

ture controls water

in the stream chan-

nel strictly for a

specified recre-

ational use (e.g.

rafting, kayaking).

• An RICD controls

the flow between

identified points on

the stream.

• Only governments

may obtain an RICD.

IN-CHANNEL 
DIVERSION 

(ICD)

• A Colorado water

right to use water

without taking it out

of the stream chan-

nel. The water is

controlled by struc-

tures in the stream.

• Purpose: use 

specified in the 

decree. A hydro–

power plant would

be an example of a

diversion where a

structure or struc-

tures controls a use

of water in the

stream channel.

COMPARISON CHART
INSTREAM FLOW, IN-CHANNEL DIVERSION,
RECREATIONAL IN-CHANNEL DIVERSION 

(ISF, ICD, RICD)
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To date the CWCB has appropriated in stream flow rights on over 8000

miles of stream and 485 natural lakes. SB02-156 added a significant

improvement to the original law. Previously, ISF could only be used to

protect an existing pristine aquatic environment. ISF can now also be used

to improve a stream.

WATER RIGHTS THAT ARE CREATED BY STRUCTURES

In-Channel Diversions (ICD) and Recreational In-Channel Diversions

(RICDs) control the flow of the river by placing actual structures in the

stream channel in order to direct the flow for a specific purpose. The pur-

pose is specified in the decree.

In-Channel Diversion (ICD)
ICD’s are decreed water rights where in-channel structures control the flow

in a specified location in the stream. The use is specified in the decree. The

structures vary according to the designated purpose of the ICD. A

hydropower facility could be an example of an ICD where in channel struc-

tures control the flow in a stream reach in order to generate electricity. 

Recreational In-Channel Diversion (RICD)
Recreational in-channel diversion (RICD) refers to the use of water in the

stream channel where a structure or structures control the flow within a

designated section in order to provide specific recreational uses. RICDs

are decreed water rights. The structures ensure that there is sufficient flow

for a reasonable recreational experience in and on the water between two

specified points on the stream.

Only local governments and

water districts may obtain a

RICD.
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JUST A FEW BIRDS IN COLORADO 
THAT DEPEND ON HEALTHY RIVERS & STREAMS

BALD EAGLE
These majestic birds are seldom far from water, rely-

ing on large rivers like the Colorado River in both the

summer and winter months.

AMERICAN DIPPER
American Dippers rely on aquatic insects

as their primary food source, which only

flourish in clear, unpolluted streams; the Dipper is there-

fore an excellent  indicator of stream quality.

LEWIS’ WOODPECKER
Lewis’s Woodpeckers breed in riparian forests of mature

cottonwoods. Alterations of a river’s natural flow can neg-

atively affect cottonwood regeneration, as well as the un-

derstory (smaller trees and shrubs) of a riparian system.

MACGILLIVRAY’S WARBLER
MacGillivray’s Warblers are affected by activities that degrade the struc-

ture and quality of the overstory or understory of the riparian systems. 

YELLOW WARBLER
Yellow Warblers are a widespread, common riparian

species and thus are also a good “indicator” of riparian

ecosystem health. The lowering of ground water can have

significant effects on cottonwood-willow forest and thus

on breeding, nesting and foraging habitats of these birds.

WESTERN KINGBIRD
This species has a moderately high conservation need

throughout its range. Altered water flows, and other

activities have degraded the overstory in riparian zones,

especially cottonwoods. 

All photos by Jackson Trappett, except American Dipper. 
American Dipper photo by Nancy Stocker.
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state may object. If the state does not object, a member of the public may

intervene to protect the public’s right.

Creation of Colorado’s Instream Flow (ISF) Program
Under Colorado surface water law, a water right is the right to use water

(see “Use” p.2). We do not own the actual water. We own the right to put

the water to a beneficial use. Originally only agricultural, municipal indus-

trial and domestic uses were recognized beneficial uses.

In 1972 strong pressure for a constitutional amendment to protect streams

caught the attention of the Colorado General Assembly. A grass roots

movement sought to create a private environmental water right, a right

to protect the stream itself. Water left in the stream for environmental pur-

poses could be owned, as all other rights were, by anyone who could es-

tablish a legal right in accordance with the doctrine of prior appropriation. 

The Colorado legislature responded by instead creating the Colorado in-

stream Flow Program in 1973, which recognizes protection of the environ-

ment as beneficial use. On behalf of the people of Colorado, the state of

Colorado was authorized to appropriate water in natural streams and lakes

sufficient “to protect the environment to a reasonable degree.” Unlike the

proposed grass roots initiative, under the ISF program enacted by the leg-

islature, only the state can hold instream flow rights; individuals cannot.

The state, however, owns the rights as a fiduciary agent for the people of

Colorado. All ISF rights are public rights.

The Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) establishes the ISF right.

The public’s instream flow rights are full, legal, water rights, decreed in state

water court, subject to all the same protections, procedures and require-

ments as all other water rights. No subsequent change may injure an ISF.

When a stream is low, a junior ISF right may be curtailed so that a more

senior right may be filled. However, like all other rights, no subsequent

change may injure an ISF, even if it is junior to the proposed change (see
“No Injury” p.3).
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Appendix B:
GLOSSARY OF 

BASIC WATER TERMS
Absolute Water Right
A final water right, when the water has actually been put to beneficial use.
(See “water rights”)

Acre-Foot (af)
The basic measurement of standing water, an acre-foot is the amount of
water it would take to cover an acre of land to a depth of 1 foot. It is
approximately 325,850 gallons.

Adjudication
Adjudication is the judicial decree describing a water right and determin-
ing its priority date. The older the right the more senior the right (First in
time, first in line). Water rights must be adjudicated in one of Colorado’s
7 water courts.

Appropriation
Appropriation means to take water from a stream and put it to beneficial
use. Appropriation is the basis of Colorado water law. Appropriative rights
are considered property rights and may be bought, sold, leased, and
exchanged, just as any other real property may. 

Basin
A river basin is the drainage area of a particular river. 

Beneficial Use
Appropriation of water must be for a beneficial use. Only the amount
reasonably needed for a lawful purpose is “beneficial.” Colorado law does
not designate all beneficial uses. It says instead “use of that amount of
water that is reasonable and appropriate under reasonably efficient prac-
tices without waste for which the appropriation was lawfully made” C.R.S.
37-92-103(4).

Beneficial use refers both to the purpose of the use (irrigation, municipal,
etc.) and the manner of the use (demonstrated need for the amount of
water appropriated under reasonably efficient practices).
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WATER RIGHTS IN THE STREAM
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INSTREAM FLOW (ISF)

A Short Overview
An instream flow (ISF) right is a state water right to ensure a specific
amount of water flows between 2 specified points. It only applies to a

designated segment, not the entire river. It is measured in cubic feet per

second (cfs). It has a priority date and is established by the state on behalf

of the public. ISF is to both protect the environment to a reasonable de-

gree and also to improve the stream environment.

Only the state may hold an instream flow right. You and I cannot. The state

acquires the right on behalf of the people of Colorado. The state may ac-

quire existing decreed rights through purchase or donation and petition

the court to change the use to an instream flow right. If a subsequent pro-

posed use by another could harm a decreed ISF (see “No Injury” p.3), the
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The 1876 Colorado Constitution named only agricultural, municipal, indus-
trial, and domestic uses as beneficial uses. In 1973 the legislature passed
a minimum stream flow bill which created a new category of beneficial
use. State held instream flows sufficient to protect the environment to a
reasonable degree are a beneficial use. In 2002 we amended the law to
also permit improvement of the stream as a valid beneficial use.

Bypass Flow
A Bypass Flow is not a water right. It is a federal permit condition that
requires the operator of a dam or other water diversion works located on
federal lands to allow a portion of the stream to “pass by” the structure.
The bypassed water remains in the stream.

Colorado General Assembly
The actual term for the Colorado state legislature.

Compensatory Storage
Compensatory storage refers to the concept that the impacts of a trans-
basin diversion may be partially offset (“compensated”) by constructing
additional storage within the basin of origin. Green Mountain Reservoir
was constructed as compensatory storage on the West Slope for the
Colorado-Big Thompson project which diverts Colorado River Water to
the East Slope.

Conditional Right
Conditional rights are a way to essentially hold your place in line within
the priority system until appropriated water is actually used. A conditional
right is a right to use water conditioned upon completion of a specified
project within a reasonable amount of time. Maintaining a valid conditional
right requires a showing of diligence (periodic proof that you are really
going to build something someday). A conditional water right becomes
an absolute right when the water is actually used. 

Conjunctive Use
Conjunctive use is the joint use of ground and surface water.

Consumptive Use
Water that is “consumed” and does not return to the natural stream sys-
tem from which it was taken for beneficial use.
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allowed to return to the stream (return flow) where it may be used by the

next appropriator. The right becomes final when the water is actually used.

Once finalized, the right continues indefinitely so long as it is used.

Under most circumstances, “use” means to take water out of the stream

and do something with it. Under a few specific circumstances water may

be beneficially used in the stream channel (In-channel diversion). For

example, a hydroelectric facility may obtain rights to use water in the

stream channel to generate electricity. The water is controlled in the

stream by structures. Specific laws govern certain permitted recreational

in-channel use (Recreational In-Channel Diversions or RICDs). Only gov-

ernmental entities may own recreational in-channel rights.

Environmental instream rights are more limited. Colorado’s Instream Flow

Law (ISF) was passed by the legislature in 1973 and has been amended

several times. The law establishes that water kept in the stream for envi-

ronmental protection or improvement is a beneficial use. Instream flow is

a beneficial use that does not require diversion. Only the state itself may

hold an instream flow right.

In our discussion of water rights, did you note there are a few rights

missing? Aesthetic preservation is not a beneficial use. A river cannot own

a water right. The fish in the river cannot own a water right. If the legal

exercise of water rights dries up the stream, the fish simply die. What if

you own a water right and want to use it to maintain stream flows? Sorry,

only the state can do that. Individuals cannot obtain private instream

water rights for the river. If you had a billion dollars to spend and you

wanted to purchase water rights to protect your favorite stream, you could

not do so.

While the law says that water cannot be wasted, waste doesn’t always

mean what we might think. There is an oft told joke of a man staring

pensively at a river flowing past his property and saying, “Look at all that

unused water just going to waste.”

17
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Cubic Feet Per Second (cfs)
CFS is a measure of the rate of the flow of a cubic foot of water past a
specific point. One cfs amounts to a volume of one cubic foot (7.48
gallons) per second. It is equal to 448.8 gallons/minute or 1.984 acre
feet/day. One cfs has been estimated to be roughly equivalent to the flow
of thirty garden hoses going at the same time. 

Diversion
A diversion is a physical structure that removes or controls the natural
flow of water. Generally a diversion takes water out of a stream. It can also
mean to control the water in the stream. (See RICD) 

Evapotranspiration
The combined effect of losing water through evaporation and transpira-
tion by plants. Such water is consumed (“consumptively used”) in the
process of irrigation and thus cannot be returned to the natural stream. 

Federal Reserved Water Rights
When the federal government reserves land for a specific purpose, such
as a national forest or a national park, it also reserves sufficient water for
the stated purpose of the reservation. 

Foreign Water
Water transported from one basin for use in another basin. Foreign water
may be used to extinction. (Also called non-native water or imported
water).

Ground Water
Ground water is water under the ground. Legally, there are three cate-
gories of ground water: tributary, non-tributary, and not-non-tributary. 

Tributary ground water is water underneath the ground that is physically
connected with surface water. Surface water law applies to tributary
ground water because what affects tributary ground water also affects
surface water. Non-tributary ground water is water deep within the ground
that is not connected to surface water. Not-non-tributary is a legislatively
created category that applies only in the Denver Basin. 
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No Injury
John’s priority date will protect his right to use the water. All established

water rights, juniors as well as seniors, are protected from injury. Suppose

Fred, another farmer with an old, old water right decides to stop irrigating

crops, build a subdivision, make a bunch of money, and retire to Florida.

Since Fred’s right is a right to use water according to the terms of his de-

cree, Fred will have to go to water court and ask for a change of use. John

may object, even if his right is junior to Fred’s. Fred’s use cannot harm

(materially injure) John’s use.

Use It or Lose It
To keep his right, John must continue to use the water. If he intentionally

does not use the water, he can lose the right to use it.

Summary
In Colorado a water right is a legal right to use water (beneficial use). The

water right owner does not own the drops of water. (S)he owns the right

to use water for a specific purpose and only for that purpose. Beneficial

use is not left to the whim of the person seeking the right. There are iden-

tified legal beneficial uses. Beneficial uses include domestic, municipal,

agricultural, industrial, recreational and environmental uses.

In Colorado a person seeking a right to use water cannot simply get a per-

mit. (S)he must go to a water court. The court verifies that the proposed

use is ok and determines the priority. The right will be for only the amount

necessary for the use claimed under the terms and conditions specified in

the water court decree that establishes the right. Unused water must be

318

INTENT TO USE
(I Need to Use 
Some Water)

Reasonable 
quantity for legally 

recognized 
beneficial use.

CONDITIONAL RIGHT
(I am Going to Use

the Water)

Water court grants
the right to use a 

specific quantity of
water within six years.

ABSOLUTE RIGHT
(I Used the Water)

Actual use vests 
the right. It is now 
a permanent right.

➜ ➜
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A state water right created by the Colorado Legislature. The state itself
holds the ISF rights on behalf of the people of Colorado. An ISF is to
preserve or enhance the environment to a reasonable degree. Instream
flow is a beneficial use that does not require a diversion.

Interstate Compacts
Colorado’s share of water in the interstate rivers is protected by 9 inter-
state agreements with other states, which have been ratified by Congress
and have the status of federal law.

The compacts entitle Colorado to take a great deal of water from the
interstate rivers, but also obligate us to be sure the rest of the water gets
to downstream states. The compacts protect our share, but stipulate that
we may only divert the water when we need it. We may not simply hoard
the water to prevent downstream states from getting it. “Use it or lose it”
does not apply to compacted interstate water allocations.

Material Injury
A measurable negative impact or effect on a water right. No proposed
change in water use may occur if it would materially injure any other ex-
isting water right. 

Prior Appropriation 
Also known as “first in time, first in right,” the prior appropriation doctrine
is the fundamental basis of Colorado water law. Water rights are ranked
according to chronology, not location. The older the right, the more senior
the right. When supplies are limited, senior rights are met first. If there is
not enough water available, junior rights may not be met.

Priority Date
Date of the appropriation of a water right.

Return Flow
When water is taken from a natural stream and put to beneficial use that
which is not consumed returns to the stream. It is subject to use by the
appropriator next in priority. 
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Use
John must specify how he intends to use the water and how much he rea-

sonably needs to use (*beneficial use). He must also say when he will use

the water (If John claims water to irrigate cantaloupe, he might have a

hard time showing why he needs to pour it on an unplanted, frozen field

in January). Since John cannot own the actual water, he must allow any

unused water that runs off his fields to return to Babbling Brook.

*Beneficial use means the use of water that is reasonable
for the purpose for which the appropriation was made.
The term refers both to the manner of use and the
amount of water for which there is a demonstrated need.

Water Court
Other people already have rights to use water

from Babbling Brook. John must show that there

is unused water available for him to claim. Other

water rights owners may step up and say “Hold on,

court. There’s not enough water available.” Or

“Hey, that’s not really a beneficial use.” John must

work it out with the objectors in order to get his right. If the court grants

his decree, his right will be final (absolute) when he actually uses the water.

Priority
John’s right to use the water will be dated. The date that the right is

granted is its priority date. The older the right, the more senior the right.

If there is not enough water for everyone on a stream, only the senior

rights are filled (“First in time, first in line.”).

John’s right to use water will be junior to everyone who already had a right

when he got his right. John’s right will be senior to everyone who gets a

right after his is established. John’s water right will be ranked by when he

got the right (priority), not by where he will take the water out of Babbling

Brook. If someone gets a right later, even if they are above him on the

stream, John gets to take his water before the newer upstream right.
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Riparian
Area adjacent to a natural water body.

Riparian Doctrine
Body of water law common in most Eastern states where the water is
plentiful. Water use is tied to ownership of the land adjacent to the water.
The use must be reasonable and may not interfere with the reasonable
use of other riparian users. It is a very different system of water law than
that which evolved in Western states where water is scarce.

Surface Water
Surface waters (streams, lakes, ponds, and ground waters directly con-
nected with them) Laws governing the use of surface waters are admin-
istered in accordance with the doctrine of prior appropriation. 

Transbasin Diversion
Removal of water from the drainage area in which it occurs naturally for
use in an entirely different basin. The water so removed is totally gone
from the basin of origin. Water used in the new basin will return to streams
in the new basin. None returns to the stream in the basin from which it
was taken.

Water Rights
A water right is a right to use water. Water rights are fully transferable
property rights. We do not own the drops of water. We own a specified
use of the water.

Absolute Water Right
Final or perfected water right. When the water has actually been put
to beneficial use, the right is absolute. 

Conditional Water Right
Conditional rights are essentially a way to hold your place in line
within the priority system. A conditional right is a right to use water
conditioned upon completion of a specified project within a reason-
able amount of time. Maintaining a valid conditional right requires a
showing of diligence (periodic proof that you are really going to build
something someday). A conditional water right becomes an absolute
right when the water is actually used.
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SURFACE WATER LAW BASICS
DOCTRINE OF PRIOR APPROPRIATION
The Doctrine of Prior Appropriation governs surface water in most of the

Western states where water is scarce. It is very different from the Riparian

Doctrine used in the Eastern states where water is more plentiful.

The standard dictionary definition of appropriate is to “take for one’s own

use or to set aside for some special use” (Webster’s). It means the same

thing in water law. The Doctrine of Prior Appropriation simply allocates

water based on use and chronological priority.

Colorado surface water law is a system of administered water rights.
There are four fundamental tenets to remember:

1. Own the right to use the water, not the drops of water (beneficial use)

2. First in time, first in line (priority)

3. No injury to existing water rights
4. Use it or lose it

THE SAGA OF FARMER JOHN
Sometimes it’s hard to get a real feeling for

abstract terms. Let’s consider the hypothetical

story of how Farmer John gets a water right

and see how the four basic tenets of Colorado

water law work.

Farmer John wants to take water out of Bab-

bling Brook (*diversion) and use it on his farm.

Back East, John would need to have property

bordering the stream. In Colorado, John does

not need to own property along the banks of Babbling Brook. He simply

needs the right to use water taken from Babbling Brook. John must file

his claim for a water right with a   Colorado water court.

*A diversion is a physical structure that removes or controls
the natural flow of water. Generally a diversion takes water
out of a stream. It can also mean to control the use of water
in the stream.

Appendix C:
STATE AGENCIES – WATER

I. Colorado Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
1313 Sherman, Denver, CO 80203

DNR oversees wildlife, water resources, geology, mining, state parks and

soil management. The Executive Director of DNR is a member of the

governor’s cabinet, appointed by the governor and confirmed by the

Colorado Senate. 

A. Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB)

1313 Sherman Street, Denver, CO 80203

Members of the CWCB are appointed by the Governor and confirmed

by the Colorado Senate. The board is the state’s primary water policy

and planning agency. Instream flow rights are held by the CWCB on

behalf of the people of Colorado. The agency is charged with protect-

ing Colorado’s water resources through development, conservation,

and management.

B. Division of Water Resources (State Engineer’s office)

1313 Sherman Street, room 818, Denver Co 80203

The Division of Water Resources is headed by the State Engineer and

administers the distribution of both surface and ground water supplies.

Together with the CWCB, the division is responsible for meeting inter-

state compact commitments.
For administrative purposes, Colorado is divided into 7 geographic

divisions. A division engineer, working under the state engineer heads

each.

Division 1 (South Platte Basin) Office in Greeley

Division 2 (Arkansas Basin) Office in Pueblo

Division 3 (Rio Grande Basin) Office in Alamosa

Division 4 (Gunnison Basin) Office in Montrose

Division 5 (Colorado Basin) Office in Glenwood Springs

Division 6 (Yampa&White Basins) Office in Steamboat Springs 
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for my crops!
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C. Colorado Division of Parks and Wildlife (CPW)

6060 Broadway, Denver, Co 80216 (Phone: 303-297-1192) and

1313 Sherman, Denver, CO 80203 (phone: 303-866-3437)

The CPW manages all wildlife species in Colorado and all Colorado

state parks. By statute all wildlife within the state not lawfully held by

private ownership is property of the state and under the administration

of CPW. The division manages 42 state parks and 300 state wildlife

areas. 

Colorado Oil and Gas Commission

The mission of the Colorado Oil and Gas Commission is to promote the

responsible development of Colorado’s oil and gas resources in a man-

ner consistent with the protection of public health, safety, and welfare.

Members of the commission are appointed by the governor and con-

firmed by the Senate. By statute the Director of the Department of

Natural Resources and the Director of the Department of Health and

Environment are ex-officio members of the commission. 

II. Colorado Department of Health and Environment
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South, Denver, Co 80246

The Executive Director of the Health Department is a member of the

governor’s cabinet, appointed by the governor and confirmed by the

Colorado Senate.

A. Water Quality Control Division (WQCD)

WQCD is responsible for the protection of Colorado surface and

ground water quality. It administers water quality programs for the

state. It implements and enforces the regulations adopted by the Water

Quality Control Commission and provides technical expertise to the

Commission. 
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Why this Handbook?
Water is perhaps the most precious resource in the world. Now

more than ever, we need to understand the laws governing its use.

Water does more than keep fish wet. It is the building block of the

entire riparian ecosystem. The vast majority of Colorado birds

depend on riparian habitats for part of their life cycle. How we use

the water in our rivers and lakes affects us all and every aspect of

our environment. 

There is a common misconception that Colorado water law is

terribly complicated. Perhaps the problem isn’t the complexity of

the law, but the complexity of the explanations. The fundamentals

are logical and eminently understandable. I hope you will find the

following to be a very simple and unpretentious explanation of

the basic laws governing our streams and lakes. They deserve our

informed participation in the critical ongoing dialogue about

allocation of water resources. 

If this little handbook demystifies Colorado water law so that we

can all be participants in the exchange of ideas, it will have served

its purpose.

To learn more about Audubon’s Western Rivers Action Network, go to
rockies.audubon.org/conservation/audubons-western-rivers-initiative
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B. Colorado Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC)

The WQCC adopts water quality classifications, regulations, and stan-

dards for surface and ground waters of the state. The Commission

meets the second Monday of the month to develop and maintain com-

prehensive programs for the prevention, control and abatement of

water pollution and for the protection of water quality in the state.

The Commission’s nine members are appointed by the Governor for

three-year terms and confirmed by the Colorado Senate.

III. Colorado Water Resources and Power Development Authority 
(CWRPDA)
1580 Logan, Suite 620, Denver, CO 80203

The Authority was created by the Colorado General Assembly in 1981. It is

a political subdivision of the state and not a state agency. Its original focus

was the planning, design and construction of water supply projects. The

Authority’s responsibilities now include the financing of drinking water

and wastewater treatment facilities. Not part of DNR, the CWRPDA has

the authority to issue bonds and operates the revolving loan program. It

works with publicly owned wastewater treatment works, the Water Quality

Control Division and the Division of Local Government. The Authority is-

sues bonds to fund leveraged loans and provides the State’s required 20%

match on federal grants. The Authority can assist local governments in

the financing of water resource projects such as water management facil-

ities or hydroelectric facilities.
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Scarce and Dear
by Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr

A river can be killed by treating it only as a commodity rather than the

habitat of life itself. When we nurture our singing and working rivers, we

celebrate the greater community in which we live.

What we consider a river in the southwest is different from other parts of

our country. It looks nothing like the Mississippi or the Potomac in their

breadth or depth. It may not run at all for a portion of the year. It may

gush abundantly at other times. 

Our southwestern rivers are scarce, dear, and worthy of respect at all

times. Because we live in community, we understand that water rights are

valuable use rights and states sharing an interstate stream system are en-

titled to an equitable division of the natural flow.

We also understand that water rights do not carry with them a right to

pollute a stream or choke its course to extinction. There is much we can

do to help a river keep or revive its natural course. 

Pools, riffles, runs, meanders, cover, insects, fish, water clean enough to

serve agriculture,  domestic drinking water, recreation and fisheries—this

picture of a restored western river is becoming for us a basic lesson in

western civics.

Justice Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr. is a member of the Colorado Supreme

Court. He practiced environmental, land use, transportation and

water law for 23 years before becoming a member of the court in 1996.

“Scarce and Dear” appears in Into the Grand 21 (Continuing Legal

Education in Colorado,  Inc. 2012).
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